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ABSTRACT 
A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a common solution to a 
pair of linear matrix equations over a principal ideal domain is obtained. The 
equations are of the type Ai = BiXC, for i = 1,2. The solvability condition is that 
the equations each have a solution and a bilateral linear matrix equation made up of 
the matrices Ai, Bi, and Ci has a solution. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with the problem of stating verifiable solvability 
conditions for the existence of a common solution to the following pair of 
linear matrix equations: 
A, = B,XC,, A, = l&XC,. (1) 
In (11, A,, Bi, and Ci (i = 1,2) are matrices with elements in a given 
arbitrary principal ideal domain W over which X is to be determined. 
The problem has been motivated by Woude [l, 21 in the context of 
noninteracting control by measurement feedback with or without internal 
stability, which can be described as follows: Given a composite linear system 
having two exogenous inputs and two exogenous outputs in addition to a 
co&r01 input and a measurement output, find a dynamic output feedback 
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compensator which processes the measurement output to cancel pan-wise the 
effect of exogenous inputs on exogenous outputs. In the exact versions of 
these problems, the exogenous outputs are required to be independent of the 
exogenous inputs. In the “almost” versions, the interaction between the 
exogenous inputs and outputs is required to be arbitrarily small in an %m 
sense. The solvability of the almost noninteracting control problem without 
tbe constraint of internal stability has been shown in [l, 21 to be equivalent to 
the existence of a solution to (1) over R(s), the field of rational functions in 
the indeterminate s. The solvability of the exact noninteracting control 
problem without internal stability, on the other hand, is again equivalent to 
the solvability of (1) over 9 = ring of proper rational functions, where Ai, 
Bi, and Ci (i = 1,2) are transfer matrices of various subsystems. When the 
constraint of internal stability is imposed, the central solvability conditions 
for the exact and almost versions of the problem are the solvability of (1) 
when 9 = ring of proper stable rational functions and 9 = ring of stable 
rational functions, respectively (Akar [3]). Here, Ai, Bi, and Ci (i = 1,2) are 
system matrices over W associated with various subsystems. 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for the solvability of these equations, 
in case the above matrices have elements in a field St and X is sought over 
F, have been obtained by Mitra [4] and Woude [l]. In [4], the solvability 
conditions are given in terms of generalized inverses of certain matrices. One 
of the solvability conditions given in [l] is the following: 
PROPOSITION 1.1. There exists a matrix X such that A, = B,XC, and 
A, = B,XC, ij-and only iffm i = 1,2 one has 
rank Bi = rank[ Bi, Ai], rank Ci = rank 
Ci 
[ 1 A, ’ 
and 
The last condition above can also be shown to be equivalent to the 
existence of matrices X and Y over St such that 
BX+YC=A, 
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where 
B= c=[c, c,], 
Our main result is that the equations A 1 = B,XC, and A, = B,XC, have a 
common solution over 9 iff they are separately solvable over .3’ and a 
matrix equation of the type BX + YC = A is solvable over 2’. Both of these 
two conditions are well known in the control theory literature. The first 
condition, the separate solvability of Ai = BiXC,, occurs as the solvability 
condition for disturbance decoupling problems via dynamic output feedback 
(Ohm, Howze, and Bhattacharyya [5], &giiler and Eldem [6]). A characteri- 
zation of all solutions to A = BXC for the case of some particular principal 
ideal domains is also given in 171. 
The second condition is the solvability of a bilateral matrix equation, and 
the existence of a solution can be checked by using the fondamental result of 
Roth [8]. This condition can also be stated in terms of skew-primeness of 
certain matrices. Such conditions occur as the solvability conditions for 
various output regulation and/or tracking problems (Wolovich and Ferreira 
[9], Khargonekar and ozgiiler [lo]). 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION 
In this section, we give certain terminology and facts concerning matrices 
over a principal ideal domain. All the facts below, stated without proof, can 
be found in Mac Duffee [ll]. 
Let 9 be a principal ideal domain. Also let gZlnXm denote the set of 
matrices of size n X m whose elements belong to 9. A matrix A E s”xm is 
said to have rank 1 if(i) there is an 1 X Z nonzero minor of A and (ii) every 
(1 + l)X(Z + 1) minor of A is zero. If n = Z (m = Z), A is said to have full 
row rank (fuZZ column rank). A matrix U E .3Yx” is called unimodular if 
and only if there exists v# E &?nXn such that dAU = Udi = I, or equivalently, 
U is unimodular iff det U is a unit in 9. A matrix U E s”xm is called right 
unimodular iff there exists v# E gmx” such that dAU = 1. Similarly, U E 
.%?‘xm is called left unimodular iff there exists u# E 9”“” such that 
ZJd = I. Two matrices A and B are called Zef associates if 
unimodular matrix U such that A = UB. It is well known 
A E g”xm is a left associate of a matrix of the form 
G 
[ 1 0 ’ 
there exists a 
that a matrix 
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where G is of full row rank (see also Vidyasagar [12]). If three matrices over 
9 are in the relation A = CG, then G is called a right divisor of A and A is 
called a left multiple of G. A greatest right divisor of A is a right divisor 
which is a left multiple of every right divisor of A. 
Let M be a full column rank matrix in Snxm. A greatest right divisor of 
M is a square nonsingular matrix L over 2%’ such that M = UL for a right 
unimodular U. A greatest common right divisor (gcrd) G of two matrices A 
and B is a greatest right divisor of 
[ 1 i . Every pair of matrices A and B 
with elements in 9 have a gcrd expressible in the form G = PA + QB with 
A P and Q over 9. If the matrix B 
[ 1 is of full column rank, the matrices A 
and B have a nonsingular gcrd G. If A and B have a nonsingular gcrd G, 
every gcrd of A and B is of the form UG where U is unimodular. 
A E &‘nXm and B E &2k xm are called right coprime iff a gcrd of A and B is 
unimodular. Let u be a unimodular matrix such that 
where V 
[ 1 0 is the Hermite row form of [ 1 G .It follows that V E9mxm is a 
gcrd of A and B, and is unimodular if and only if A and B are right coprime. 
Partitioning U and W := U- ’ appropriately, one can immediately show that 
where 
w12 
[ 1 Was is composed of the last n + k - m columns of W. A greatest 
common lef divisor of two matrices over 9, left coprimeness, and a greatest 
left divisor of a matrix over 9 can be defined similarly or via matrix 
transposition. Two matrices A and B are called equivalent iff there exist 
unimodular matrices M and N of suitable sizes such that A = MBN. 
Let A and B be two matrices over 9 of sizes p X q and q X r, 
respectively. A and B are called externally skew-prime if and only if there 
exist X E S?qxP and Y E 9rx9 satisfying XA + BY = 1. It is shown in [13] 
that A and B are externally skew-prime if and only if there exist matrices 
B, A over 9 such that AB = I% with A and I? left coprime and B and A 
right coprime. 
We now present two lemmas. Lemma 2.1 concerns the solvability of 
equations of the type A = BXC, and it will be used in establishing our main 
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result. Lemma 2.2 concerns the solvability of the bilateral matrix equation 
that figures as one of the main solvability conditions for (1). 
LEMMA 2.1. L.et A E 5Pxq, B E 9PXr, and C E L%“~~. Also let M E 
9PxP and N E 9Pxq be unimodular matrices such that 
MB= B 
[ 1 0 ’ CN=[c” 01 
with B of full row rank in skxr and c^ of full column in L%P~~, where 
k := rank B and 1 := rank C. Set 
A:=MAN= 41 42 
[ 1 A21 A22 ’
partitioned so that A,, is in gk xz. Further, let L be a greatest left divisor of 
S and let R be a greatest right divisor of c^ so that 
fm a left uninwdular U and a right uninwdular V. The equation 
A=BXC 
has a solution X over 2Zrxs if and only if 
6) Al2 = 0, A,, = 0, A,, = 0, 
(ii) L-‘A,,R-’ E gkxz. 
Proof. Let X be in LPxS satisfying A = BXC. This implies 
which implies (i). Note that A,, = 8x6, which yields UXV = L-‘A,, R-‘, 
where the left hand side is over 9’. Thus, (ii) holds. Conversely, let 
v# E SFxk and v# E 92X’ be such that 
uu#=z. v#V=l. 
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On setting 
and by using (i) and (ii), A = BXC holds with X E SPxS. n 
LEMMA 2.2. Let A E L%“~~, BE .J%?‘~~, and C E &?qx”. The fobwing 
statements are equivalent: 
(i) [f E] and [i $1 are equivalent over 9. 
(ii) The matrix equation BX + YC = A has a solution X and Y over 5%‘. 
(iii) [i ~1 and [i ~1 are externally skew-prime. 
Proof. (i) = (ii): S ee Roth [8] and K&era [14]. 
The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) is due to Fuhrmann [15]. 
(iii) = (ii): Suppose (iii) holds. It follows from the definition of skew- 
primeness that 
On defining X := X,A - X, and Y = - Yz it is clear that (ii) is satisfied. 
(ii) * (iii): Suppose (ii) holds. It is easy to check with 
x, := 0, x, := - x, x, := 0, x, := I
and 
Y, := 1, Y, := -Y, Y3 := 0, Y4 := 0 
that the following equality is satisfied: 
This yields (iii). 
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3. MAIN RESULT 
Let 9 be a principal ideal domain. Also, let A, E .9’lxq1, As E ~p2x92~ 
B, E splxr, B, E &?PzXr, C, E 3’Sx91, and C, E LPxq~. Let M, E .%‘plxpl, 
M, E 9P2xPz, Nr E LWx91, and N, E 9 9pxqz be unimodular matrices such 
that 
where I?, E 9’lxr, 8, E skzxr are of full row rank and c^, E .9Psxz1, 
Ca E 3Pxz~ are of full column rank. Note that M,, M, can be chosen to be 
some unimodular matrices yielding Hermite row forms B,, B,, and Nr, N, 
can be chosen to be some unimodular matrices yielding Hermite column 
forms for C,,C,, respectively. Set 
ff, := M,A,N, = All 42 
[ 1 & := M,A,N, = 4, A,, A,, A,, ’ [ 1 A,, A,, ) (3) 
partitioned so that A,, E 9klxzl and A,, E 9kzxz2. Further, let L,, L, be 
greatest left divisors of 8,, I?,, 
C,, c^, , respectively, such that 
and R,, R, be greatest right divisors of 
8, = L&J,, 8, = LJJ,, 2, =VIR,, c, =V,R, (4) 
for some left unimodular V,, V, and right unimodular V,, V,. Set 
w, := L;lAIIR;l, w, := L,‘&,R,? 
Now, we are ready to state the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 3.1. The linear matrix equutiom 
A, = B,XC,, A, = B,XC, 
(5) 
have a common solutiun X over W if and only if the following conditions 
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hold: 
(Cl) Aj, = 0, &=o, Aid=0 for i = 1,2. 
(C2) wi E@iXLi, i= 1,2. 
((3) There exist X, E APXzl, X, E .!%‘rxz2, Y, E gklxs, and Y, E L@k2Xs 
such that 
[;;][xl ~l+[;;][v~ v2]=[; _L2]. (6) 
Proof. “Only if’: Suppose X E 9Pxs is such that (1) holds. By Lemma 
2.1, this immediately implies (Cl) and (C2). It is easy to check that with 
xi := XV,) x, := 0, Y, := 0, Yz := - u,x, 
the equality (6) also holds. 
“If’: Suppose (Cl), (C21, and (C3) hold. (Cl) and (C2) together with 
Lemma 2.1 imply that there exist Z, and Z, over 9 such that 
u,z,v, = w,, u,z,v, = w,. 
Let M E SrXr and N E 9sxs be unimodular matrices such that 
(7) 
v2 
1 0 ’ 
(8) 
where Ui E .9Tklxt, 0s E .Q?k~X’, Vr E @Xl,, Vs E .5W’z, 
01 
[ 1 0s is of full 
column rank, and [V, Va] is of Ml row rank. Also note that M and N can be 
chosen to be some unimodular matrices yielding Hermite column form for 
the matrix u, 
[ 1 u and Hermite row form for the matrix [Vi V,], respectively. 2 
It is clear that, tir, U2 are left unimodular and Vi, V2 are right unimodular. 
Now, let 
partitioned so that Z,, E APxd and Z,, E AFxd. By (7), they satisfy 
cT,z,,v1= w,, 02z,,Q2 = w,. (9) 
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partitioned so that X, E @xzl, 2, E L%“~‘z, Yi E sklxd, and fs E skzxd, 
(6) and (10) yield the equality 
[;$“’ %]+[$5 %I=[; :w2]. (11) 
Note that if we can find a common solution X, E stxd to 
by using (9) and (ll), then the matrix 
will be a common solution to the equations (1). This is clear by (21, (31, (4), 
(5), and (Cl). 
Let G be a greatest common right divisor of oi and t?s, so that 
t& = @,G, o2 = O,G (12) 
for some right coprime 0, and 0, over &‘. Since ui and cs_ are left 
unimodular, there exist 4 E .~%“~~l and fis E gtxkz such that 
tilq = I, l&:24 =2. (13) 
Setting @t := Gq and O#, := G@, will immediately yield 
o,o#, = I, 0,0#2 = 1. (14) 
Further, since 0, and 0, are right coprime, there exist matrices K, E stxkl, 
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K, E gtxk,, k E ggk,xk,+kz-*, R, E @z%+b-t, 0, E ~h+b-txkl, and 
0 2 E 9k~+k2-t’kz such that the following identity holds: 
(15) 
Similarly, let F be a greatest common left divisor of Vr and Va, so that 
for some left coprime *I and *a over 9. Since VI and v2 are left 
unimodular, there exist $ E APlxd and fl E 9Pzxd such that 
Setting Tp := e F and ‘Pi := fl F, we obtain 
Moreover, since qr and q2 are left coprime, there exist matrices L, E 9’lxd, 
L, E .!@@, i1 E 9 Zl+l,-dxl, L2 E @,+l,-dxl, @ 1 E shxh+kd, and $ 
E 9zzxz~+z~-d such that the following identity holds: 
(19) 
Now we define the following matrices which we will soon make use of: 
f := K,?, + K,fZ) (21) 
_f := x,*, + x2*, , (22) 
P := O,P, + 6,f2, (23) 
z := z,, - z,,. (24) 
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On premultiplying equality (11) by 
K, Kz 
[ 1 0, 8, ’ 
postmultiplying it by 
L, @I 
[ 1 L, $2’ 
and using (201, (21), (221, (23), and (24), we obtain the following equalities: 
Gff + YF = K,OIGZ,,F’PILI - K,0,GZ21F’P,L,, (25) 
GJ? = K,O,GZ,,F’@‘, - K,0,GZ,F’P2~2, (26) 
9F = 4310,Gz,,~*IL, - &~,Gz,~F~~L,, (27) 
0 = 6,0,~zF*@~ = &~,GzF*,$. (28) 
We now show that the matrix 
X := M ; ’ N, 
[ 1 0 
extended so that X E LFxS and where 
+ g2( R, - @,@~lf,)(@,@,GZ,, - f) 
+ (@, - I)($ - Z,IFP,L,)(Z - WI*j)‘P2$ 
+t$0,(0!0,-Z)(?+K,O,GZ,,)(Z-v#f), (29) 
is a common solution to the equations (1). We claim that X, is a common 
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solution to the following equations: 
In order for (30) to be satisfied, the last four terms of X,, when premultiplied 
by or and postmultiplied by Vr, should vanish. By (12) and (16) orxSvI = 
O,GX,F%‘r. Note that 
= 0 
by (26), (151, and (28) respectively. Also 
= 0 
by (27) (19) and (28) respectively. 
Finally, ~?r(qZ?r - Z) = 0 by (13) and (I - vIq)vr = 0 by (17) implying 
that 0rx,Vr = firZ,,~r = W, by (9). Therefore, X, defined as in (29) satisfies 
(30). 
Now, consider (31). Note that, in order for (31) to be satisfied, in view of 
(9) and (24), the last four terms, when premultiplied by 0s and postmulti- 
plied by vz, should be equal to -oJI$. By (12) and (16), C&X& = 
O,GX, FT2. Also, note that 
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by (12), (17), (261, and (19) respectively. Also 
by (131, (16), (271, and (15). Moreover, 
by (13), (14), (17), (181, (251, (151, and (19) respectively. Finally, by employ- 
ing (15), (191, and (28) several times, we obtain fiaXx,pz = ~sjZ,r - ZP.. = 
ozZ,,vz, which also equals W, by (9). Therefore, (31) is also satisfied. 
Considering the matrix equalities in (81, it is clear that X is a common 
solution to the following matrix equations: 
urxv, = W,) r&xv, = w,. (32) 
On using (2), (31, (41, and (5) together with (Cl), Equation (32) immediately 
implies X is a common solution to the equations (1). n 
REMARK 3.1. Considering the result of Woude [l] for the case where AP 
is a field, it is natural to expect that (C3) might be replaced by (C4) below: 
(C4) There exist X,, X,, Y,, and Y, such that 
[;;$x1 xzl+[~jI,, %I=[: -:J 
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Evidently, (C3) implies (C4), which together with (Cl) and (C2) is necessary 
for the solvability of the problem. To show that (Cl), (C2), and (C4) are not 
in general sufficient for the solvability of the problem, let 2 = R[z], the ring 
of polynomials in the indeterminate z. Let 
A, := z, A, := z, B,:=[l z], B,:=[0.5 01, 
c,:= “0 ) 
[ 1 
and C, := i . [ I 
Note that, with 
and Z,= 
2 0 
[ 1 0 0’ 
A, = B,Z,C, 
by letting 
X,:= 2; 
[ 
(C4) is also 
X E R[z]‘~’ 
and Aa = BaZ,C,. Therefore, (Cl) and (C2) are satisfied. Also, 
Y,:=[o o], and Y,:=[ -1 01, 
satisfied. Now, suppose that there exists a common solution 
to the matrix equations (l), in the form 
Xl, x,2 x= x 
[ I 21 x22 . 
By simple manipulations, the unique X,, is found to be - l/z, which is 
indeed not a polynomial in z. This contradicts X E R[z]~~~. 
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